Brain surfaces provide a reliable representation for cortical mapping. The construction of correct surfaces from magnetic resonance images (MRI) segmentation is a challenging task, especially when genus zero surfaces are required for further processing such as parameterization, partial inflation and registration. The generation of such surfaces has been approached either by correcting a binary image as part of the segmentation pipeline or by modifying the mesh representing the surface. During this task, the preservation of the structure may be compromised because of the convoluted nature of the brain and noisy/imperfect segmentations. In this paper, we propose a combined, voxel and surfacebased, topology correction method which preserves the structure of the brain while yielding genus zero surfaces. The topology of the binary segmentation is first corrected using a set of topology preserving operators applied sequentially. This results in a white matter/gray matter binary set with correct sulci delineation, homotopic to a filled sphere. Using the corrected segmentation, a marching cubes mesh is then generated and the tunnels and handles resulting from the meshing are finally removed with an algorithm based on the detection of nonseparating loops. The approach was validated using 20 young individuals MRI from the OASIS database, acquired at two different time-points. Reproducibility and robustness were evaluated using global and local criteria such as surface area, curvature and point to point distance. Results demonstrated the method capability to produce genus zero meshes while preserving geometry, two fundamental properties for reliable and accurate cortical mapping and further clinical studies.
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this work on topology is in the optic to develop a useful tool for brain comparison. Our team already uses a complex group of image processing algorithm regrouped in the MilxView application. The segmentation of WM, GM and CerebralSpinal Fluid (CSF) is effective, it also exits an algorithm, which is able to inflate a brain. The objective to use a topological brain characteristic (genus zero) to inflate brain and compare brains at this state. A brain can be assimilate to an object homeomorphic to a sphere, so it is possible to transform with linear transformation a brain to a sphere. The variety of brain can be erased with this method. The information can remain if it is mapped on the surface before the inflation. So it became possible to compare brains in a statistical point of view. The step described here is the topological correction.
The traditional approach for topological repairs is human intervention. Automatic methods have been previously implemented [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , some approaches which enforced spherical in voxel based image, or correction on the surfacic mesh. Topological correction techniques use on single segmented structure to remove all holes, sub-parts and handles. These methods are usually applied to each object separately and generally required that the wanted topology is spherical. The advantages of theses methods are that during the segmentation part it is possible to focus on structures (for example fine structures like small sulcus) and also processed to partial volume estimation and correction. Depending on the method, it is possible to add some geometric constraints [6] in order to improved the cutting or the fill in process according to the real anatomy of the brain. Our approach is original as it combines first a topological correction on the voxel based image after a high accurate sulci segmentation which allows the cohesion of brain structures and second a topological correction on the surfacic mesh which destroy the remaining topological defects with as few as possible geometrical impact. According to our knowledge this method have never been implemented and exploited.
METHODS
The method to generate genus zero meshes developed is composed by different steps. First the segmentation of WM, GM, CSF is preformed (i) (method previously developed by the laboratory) [7] , then a topological correction of the voxel based image is done (BTC)(ii), a mesh is generated using the Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm (iii) [8] , due to this last step the mesh has still some topological defects a second topological correction is applied on the mesh to detect the non-separating loop and delete them (MTC)(iv). 
Binary Topological Correction (BTC) method
The algorithm to correct the topology on the voxel-image is based on the method described in [9] and is used after the segmentation of brain tissues, which include WM, GM, CSF. The topological correction uses mathematical definitions explained below. A hole is characterised by a way which marks the boundary of the hole and which can not be reduce by a continuous transformation to a point in the object. Contrary to the 2D topology, the 3D holes can not be deleted using connex component algorithm. The chosen method is based on connectivity number and thin down method. When considering the topology it is important to determine the link between voxels. The connectivity is a notion of neighbour. Each voxel can be connected to 6, 18, 26 neighbours in 3D.
Given a point x=(x1, x2, x3) Z3, the neighbours of x are : 6-neighbours: 26-neighbours:
18-neighbours:
The notion of 6-connectivity is usually required for the object to avoid mutual intersection but the 6-connectivity is less flexible and reduces the segmentation accuracy. The choice of neighbourhood is important to discriminate simple or critical voxel. A simple point of on object X is a point that can be removed to the object X without changing the topology. Given an object X Z3, given a point x X. The point x is simple for X if the topology of X is not modified by a removal of x. The 26-simple point (point considered as simple with 26-connectivity):
The 6-simple point are defined by duality:
where Ck[X] are the group of connected k-connex of X, Cxk[X] is the group of connected kconnex of X k-connectivity to x and |.| represents the cardinal of a group. The principle of the method uses the initial object and a cubic object bigger than the first object. The initial object is placed inside the cubic object. Then according to a distance map, the points which are not in the initial object are removed only if the removal does not change the cubic object topology (genus zero) using the notion of simple or critic voxel with 6-connectivity. This method is really efficient to obtain a volume genus zero with accurate surface using holes filling. In order to delete this topological defect the method uses a surfacic skeleton. This skeleton is computed with the 26-connectivity characteristic. Then a priority function is computed, it is chosen as the inverse of the distance of each point to the surfacic skeleton. This priority function is used to choose the position of first processed point, so the selected points in the first place are farthest to the skeleton.
Mesh Topological Correction (MTC) method [6]
The method to correct the mesh topology has been implemented using [6] Depending on the size of handle, the method is able to cut the mesh or to fill in the handle on the surfacic mesh. The method detects no-separating loops and corrects it with the objective to be as unnoticeable as possible. The cutting of non-separating loops is based on Erickson and HarPeled method [10] , it produced a minimal cutting with preservation of the geometry. In [10] , the algorithm computes the shortest non-separating loop from a given point (used as the base) based on the Dijkstra algorithm [11] . The MTC method uses an alternative method, which is an approximation. Instead of only one point, the algorithm uses a complete set of base points. This set is such as if a no-separating loop exists on M it should have point contained in B. Basepoints can be computed using a growing surface process : a point p is first selected on the interior of the mesh. Triangles of the mesh are then added as a growing surface, preserving the original connectivity and assuming that this wavefront is continually homeomorphic to a disc. When the wavefront stops, some boundaries of the resulting surface may not be boundaries of the mesh, and the set of these points is equal to B.
In order to have the minimal effect of the cutting, the cut is done as follow. The definition of It is also possible to use the algorithm to fill in some handles, it is named patching the surface as the topology is corrected by the addition of small discs. From a given threshold length m, the algorithm cuts all the junction with a perimeter lower than m, some discs are added at the centre of the loop, thanks to vertex and edges to form new triangles radiant from the vertex to the handle borders. Like describe in the follow figure. The improvement of the topological correction on voxel space has been tested using 2 MRI from OASIS database [12] after the normal segmentation step. The meshes generated by MC algorithm without topological correction present some visible holes on the hippocampus zone and macroscopic holes in the cortex zone. The initial and new topological correction algorithms are compared. The first remark is that the initial algorithm adds some modifications on the mesh but no macroscopic hole are fill in. Our modified algorithm fills in the hole by adding thin skin in 6-connectivity on the voxel image. The Euler's characteristic has increased in the modified algorithm (growth of 6% in mean) as the surface modification is done without consideration of forbidden configuration [4] , which creates problem during the MC steps. In conclusion, the modified method is clearly more efficient than the previous method. Holes are removed, corrections are applied in topological defects zones.
MTC method tested alone
The tests processed of MTC method have shown the ability of the method to generate genus zero meshes. The mesh is genus zero and seems to be adapted to the wanted mesh. Nevertheless, the inflation of this mesh shows the disadvantages of the method. Indeed the topological problem due to the corpus callous is solved by MTC method by a cutting around the cerebellum. During the inflation step [13] the cohesion of the two hemispheres and the cerebellum is not guarantee. It became impossible to processed to further characteristics computation on this partially inflated brain. Moreover, the cutting due to the corpus callus is alternately on the right part or on the left part depending to global structure of the mesh. 
Validation of the complete topological correction method
The validation of the topological correction method was performed using 20 young individuals randomly selected from the OASIS database [12] who underwent scans at baseline and subsequent sessions after a short delay (less than 90 days). MR images were T1W Magnetization Prepared RApid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) with isotropic 1mm3 resolution. For the remainder of the manuscript, MR1 will refer to the baseline scan and MR2 to the second one. As depicted in fig. 10 , after each correction step, a mesh was generated for tests. We performed two-types of experiment for validation: Firstly, global geometric criteria were computed on the whole brain to show the impact of the topological correction. (Genus, mesh area, Average Absolute Mean Curvature (AVG_ABS_H), Mean Absolute Distance (MAD) and Hausdorff Distance (HD) [14] ). Secondly, the local impact of topological correction on local curvature was determined. Distance and curvature maps were computed point to point for MR1 and MR2 at each stage. After the whole method is applied, the 40 generated meshes were genus zero. Fig 11 depicts some of the intermediate steps in the mesh. The following sections detail the results in terms of global structure preservation, area and average absolute mean curvature and mesh distances. The initial genus value (16.33 ± 5.79 -mean ± standard deviation) increased after BTC process (-79.41 ± 45.61)) but it was due to surface handles created during the mesh generation by the Marching cubes algorithm. After MTC process (0 ± 0) 100% of brains were genus zero.
Area, AVG_mean: Overall, an improvement in the reproducibility was observed between the resultant meshes for MR1 and MR2, as measured with the averaged mean curvature and the area. As depicted in Fig. 12 , the relation between MR2/MR1 was closer to 1 after the whole correction method was applied, demonstrating its reproducibility in terms of structure preservation.
MAD and HD:
The mean of MAD and HD distances: for the same case between before and after correction, between MR1 and MR2 before correction and between MR1 and MR2 after correction are detailed in the Table 1 . In Table 2 , the MAD and HD distance are computed between meshes at different step of the process. The distance MTC/Initial was smaller than the distance MR1/MR2. Overall, the MR1/MR2 distance decreased after topological correction. That shows the topological correction affects the geometrical structure of meshes but less than the difference between the two meshes which come from different MRI image from the same patient. 
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the different parts of the developed codes have been tested. First, the modification of the BTC code has shown that the improvement in term of holes, tunnels fill in is real. The disadvantage of this new method of topological correction of voxel based is that the modified structures are full of small structures which create holes during the mesh steps. So even if the global structure is better with this correction, the mesh genus increases. Second the test of the MTC method alone has proved the efficiency to created genus zero mesh but without consistency of the mesh. Indeed the cutting algorithm is un noticeable but does not deal with the structure of the brain. The two methods are not viable alone. The validation of the whole correction method has shown the capacity of the method to produces genus zero meshes from accurate segmentation. Validation tests had clearly shown the preservation of global brain structure where there was no topological defect on initial image. For zone of topological defects, the validation tests proved the improvement in term of geometry due to the localised topological correction. In particular, the high curvature presence due to holes is erased after the topological correction. This hybrid method makes a real improvement.
